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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259839.htm Ingenious(5次)1. Fiber optic

cables can carry hundreds of telephone conversations ＿＿＿.

(05/6)A) homogeneously B) spontaneously C) simultaneously D)

ingeniously2. It took a lot of imagination to come up with such a(n)

________ plan. (05/1)A) inherent B) ingenious C) vigorous D)

exotic3. Being impatient is ________ with being a good teacher.

(01/6)A)intrinsic B)ingenious C)incompatible D)inherent 4. Mr.

Smith became very ______ when it was suggested that he had made a

mistake. (00/6)A) ingenious B) empirical C) objective D) indignant

5. The directions were so _______ that it was impossible to complete

the assignment. (98/6)A) ingenious B) ambitious C) notorious D)

ambiguous Reclaim(4次)1. As we know, computers are used to store

and ________ information efficiently. (04/6)A) reclaim B) reconcile

C) reassure D) retrieve 2. In order to prevent stress from being set up

in the metal, expansion joints are fitted which _______ the stress by

allowing the pipe to expand or contract freely. (02/12)A) relieve B)

reconcile C) reclaim D) rectify3. Once you get to know your

mistakes, you should __________ them as soon as possible.

(02/1)A) rectify B) reclaim C) refrain D) reckon 4. You should

________ to one or more weekly magazines such as time, or

Newsweek. (01/6)A)ascribe B)order C)reclaim D)subscribe Literal(3

次)1. Fortune-tellers are good at marking ________ statements such

as “Your sorrows will change.” (01/6)A)philosophical



B)ambiguous C)literal D)invalid 2. Some people think that a

________ translation, or word-for-word translation, is easier than a

free translation. (98/6)A) literal B) literary C) liberal D) linear3. I

think she hurt my feelings __________ rather than by accident as

she claimed. (97/1)A) virtually B) deliberately C) literally D)

appropriately Migrate(3次)1. We find that some birds _______

twice a year between hot and cold countries. (02/12)A) transfer B)

commute C) migrate D) emigrate2. Although the colonists ______

to some extent with the native Americans , the Indiansinfluence on

American culture and language was not extensive. (00/6)A) migrated

B) matched C) mingled D) melted 3. Sadly, the Giant Panda is one

of the many species now in danger of_______.(00/1)A) extinction

B) migration C) destruction D) extraction Legislation(2次)1. In

today’s medical, little agreement exists on the ________ for

defining mental illness. (01/6)A)legislation B)requirement C)criteria

D)measures2. David tends to feel useless and unwanted in a society

that gives so much ______ to those who compete well. (99/6)A)

prestige B) regime C) superiority D) legislation Liable(2次)1. When

supply exceeds demand for any product, prices are _______ to fall.

(02/12)A) timely B) simultaneous C) subject D) liable2. Some

researchers feel that certain people have nervous systems particularly

______to hot, dry winds. They are what we call weather-sensitive

people.(01/1)A) subjective B) subordinate C) liable D) vulnerable
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